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Johnny Appleseed
An introduction to the life of John Chapman,
known as Johnny Appleseed, who is famed for
his distribution of apple seeds and trees across
America.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS/AGES 4-8
Johnny AppleseedHarper Collins
John Chapman, introduced apple trees to large
part of the US Midwest and some parts of
Canada. Known as Johnny Appleseed, he was an
eccentric and religious man who was kind,
generous, and loved animals. This book is an
introduction to the life and generosity of Johnny
Appleseed whose unselfishness inspired songs,
books, and city parks. This jovial volume
contains original artwork, historical context of
the story, recounts the folktale from diverse
cultures, and defines words unique to the story.
The Romance of the Sower
Johnny Appleseed: The True Story Of John
Chapman
Johnny Appleseed: My Story

Who's that walking along the Ohio? It's
Johnny Appleseed! He walks across the
land, planting trees wherever he goes.
So, everyone, clap your hands for
Johnny Appleseed!
A poem describing Johnny Appleseed's
appearance and actions.
Rhymed text and illustrations relate
the life of John Chapman, whose
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distribution of apple seeds and trees
across the Midwest made him a legend
and left a legacy still enjoyed today.
Weaving together the stories of the Old
World apple in America and the life and
myth of John Chapman, Johnny Appleseed
and the American Orchard casts new
light on both.
A Pioneer Hero (Classic Reprint)
A Poem
The Man, the Myth, the American Story
The larger-than-life story of a true American hero -John Chapman, better known as Johnny Appleseed.
Kellogg "is ideal as interpreter of this fascinating
man....[His] color has never been so rich and
luxuriant....An affectionate portrayal, enthusiastically
accomplished." -- Booklist.
How will John Chapman become Johnny
Appleseed? What will Glooscap do to defeat the evil
giant Winter?
A first-person narrative of the life of the legendary
figure who traveled across the American frontier
planting apple trees and carrying the Christian faith
to pioneer families.
Recounts the story of the man who traveled west
planting apple seeds to make the country a better
place to live.
A 15-Minute Biography
The Legend of Johnny Appleseed
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A Biography of John Chapman Just for Kids!

Johnny Appleseed was an important historical figure,
well known for planting apple orchards across the
new frontier. But he was also a master storyteller! In
his own folksy voice, Johnny Appleseed tells his story
to a couple of entranced children in this fictionalized
Step 2 title. Readers learn how he started planting
apple trees—and about some of the myths and true
stories of his life.
Act out the story of Johnny Appleseed, a man who
journeyed across the Western frontier and planted
apple seeds along the way, with this engaging
Reader's Theater script! The roles in this script
match different reading levels, allowing teachers to
use differentiation and English language learner
strategies to get all students participating in the
activity. Regardless of their reading level, all
students can be engaged in the activity, making them
feel successful and more confident in their reading
fluency! While performing this charming story with
their peers, students will practice interacting
cooperatively, reading aloud, and using expressive
voices and gestures. At the end of the story, students
can recite a poem and sing a song for additional
fluency practice. This colorful, leveled script teaches
students about popular children's literature while
making reading and rereading an engaging activity.
This script is the perfect tool to get all students to
participate and enjoy practicing fluency.
The perfect biography to "bite into" at the start of a
new school year! Children are sure to be fascinated
by the eccentric and legendary Johnny Appleseed, a
man who is best known for bringing apple trees to
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the midwest. Over John Chapman’s lifetime, he saw
the country grow and start to spread westward.
Traveling alone— in bare feet and sporting a pot on
his head!—Johnny left his own special mark planting
orchards that helped nourish new communities. His
journeys and adventures are illustrated in a hundred
black-and-white illustrations.
John Chapman, aka Johnny Appleseed, made himself
the stuff of legend by spreading the seeds of apple
trees from Pennsylvania to Indiana. Along with that,
he offered the seeds of nonviolence and
vegetarianism, good relationships with Native
Americans, and peace among the settlers. He was
one of the New World’s earliest followers of the
Swedish theologian Emanuel Swedenborg. The story
of John Chapman operates as a counter-narrative to
the glorification of violence, conquest, and prevailing
notions of how the West was Won. It differentiates
between the history and the half-myths of Johnny
Appleseed’s life and work: His apples, for instance,
were prized for many reasons, but none more so than
for the making of hard cider. He was also a real
estate speculator of sorts, purchasing potentially
fertile but unproven acres and then planting saplings
before flipping the land. Yet, he had less interest in
financial gain―and yes, this is an accurate part of
the mythology―than in spreading visions of peace
and love. Johnny Appleseed brings this
quintessentially American story to life in comics
form.
Johnny Appleseed: Man and Myth
The Story of Johnny Appleseed
Who Was Johnny Appleseed?
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A collection of children's books on the subject of
apples and fall.
Recounts the story of John Chapman, the man
behind the legend of Johnny Appleseed, who went
on a great adventure across the land planting apple
seeds everywhere he went.
Tells the story of the man who gained fame for
planting apple trees throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and Indiana, as well as some of the legends
surrounding him.
Shows how Johnny Appleseed grew from a young
boy who loved the outdoors into the legendary man
who spread apple trees all across the United States.
Johnny Appleseed
God's Faithful Planter, John Chapman
Johnny Appleseed Plants Trees Across the Land

'Here comes Johnny Appleseed!' Join Opie and
the boy as they go on a new adventure with
the one and only John Chapman. Follow along
as they travel into the Northwest Territory in
America to help settle the new land and help
the pioneers build orchards and plant apple
trees as far as the eye can see! Relive all of
the adventure, fun, and excitement and also
about the real John Chapman and how he
became known as Johnny Appleseed in A
Possum's Good Apple John Chapman and the
Legend of Johnny Appleseed.
The common image that most of us have of
Johnny Appleseed is a man skipping down the
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road with a tin pot on his head, an old coffee
sack for clothing, carrying nothing but a
leather bag full of apple seeds. We imagine
him alongside riverbanks planting trees that
would produce ripe, juicy apples for pies and
snacks. We see him sort of just wandering
around, traveling from one place to another
with no particular destination in mind. Just
about everything in the previous paragraph is
wrong. Johnny Appleseed has been called a lot
of things, from eccentric to strange to
downright insane –but it’s safe to say that
much of what has been said and written about
him is completely untrue and is based on
stories, not on reality. The real Johnny
Appleseed was a much more complicated
figure. Born just before the American
Revolution broke out, young Johnny quickly
learned how life can change in the blink of an
eye. You may know Johnny Appleseed‘s name,
but perhaps you've wondered, "What's so
great about him?”
"Please--no apple blossoms!" protests author
Robert Price, speaking of his approach to the
Johnny Appleseed story. For over a quarter
century Mr. Price has followed the circuitous
trail of the elusive folk hero. Says the author:
"Perhaps my bent for the outdoors, travel, and
music shows up in this book. John Chapman's
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story has only recently emerged from a cloud
of popular sentimentalism to become a major
national myth in which 'Johnny Appleseed' is
a symbol of everything good associated with
the development of the land. To show this
evolution, I have tied his drama not just to
history and folklore, but to American
topography. Most of his trail I have trampled
or driven over from Leominster, Mass., to Fort
Wayne." -- Amazon.com
Retells in graphic novel format the legend of
Johnny Appleseed, who traveled all over
America planting apple trees.
The Legend and the Truth
Johnny Appleseed Gets His Name, Glooscap
Makes the Seasons
Johnny Appleseed and the American Orchard
With a bag of seeds and a pot on his head,
John Chapman set out West to plant apple
trees. He made lots of friends and planted
lots of trees. Pretty soon, people started
to call him Johnny Appleseed.
Planting trees is quite an art. He plants
the apples with his heart. Johnny, Johnny
Appleseed. Everyone knows the legend of
Johnny Appleseed, the man from
Massachusetts who planted apple trees all
the way to California. But the true story
of Johnny Appleseed, or John Chapman, is
even greater than the legend. In deft and
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lyrical prose, Jane Yolen tells the whole
story of an individual who forever changed
the landscape of America. Breathtaking
paintings by award-winning artist Jim
Burke illuminate the historical detail of
this man's life while capturing all the
magic and mystery of his legend.
WINNER, Lambda Literary Award “You’re
gonna need a rock and a whole lotta
medicine” is a mantra that Jonny
Appleseed, a young Two-Spirit/Indigiqueer,
repeats to himself in this vivid and
utterly compelling novel. Off the reserve
and trying to find ways to live and love
in the big city, Jonny becomes a cybersex
worker who fetishizes himself in order to
make a living. Self-ordained as an NDN
glitter princess, Jonny has one week
before he must return to the “rez,” and
his former life, to attend the funeral of
his stepfather. The next seven days are
like a fevered dream: stories of love,
trauma, sex, kinship, ambition, and the
heartbreaking recollection of his beloved
kokum (grandmother). Jonny’s life is a
series of breakages, appendages, and
linkages—and as he goes through the
motions of preparing to return home, he
learns how to put together the pieces of
his life. Jonny Appleseed is a unique,
shattering vision of First Nations life,
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full of grit, glitter, and dreams.
The true adventures of Jonathan Chapman,
who braved the unfriendly wilderness to
bring apple trees and brotherly love to
America's new frontier.
Jonny Appleseed
The Story of a Legend
The life story of John Chapman, whose distribution of
apple seeds and trees across the Midwest made him
a legend.
Sung To The Tune "The Muffin Man", This Rhyming
Title Will Have Students Giggling As They Learn The
Tale Of Johnny Appleseed. Teaching Focus, Words To
Know Before You Read, Comprehension And
Extension Activities. Inside Front And Back Cover
Parent And Teacher Support.
Introduces the planet Earth, including its orbit,
geology, oceans, atmosphere, weather, and
inhabitants.
Relates the life of John Chapman, known as Johnny
Appleseed, who is famed for his distribution of apple
seeds and trees across America.
What's So Great About Johnny Appleseed?
Johnny Appleseed, a Voice in the Wilderness
A Possum's Good Apple John Chapman and the
Legend of Johnny Appleseed
John Chapman was a simple-living man with a vision to plant
apple trees across the Northwest Territory. He wanted the
pioneers to have something to eat, the versatile apple, as they
traveled and laid down their own roots. He followed his dream
and became a wealthy businessman-but that may not have been
his aim, for in his clothing made of sack and wearing no shoes,
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he lived like a pauper. Children and grown-ups alike looked
forward to visits from the man they called Johnny Appleseed.
But were his feet really as tough as an animal s paw? Did he
travel hundreds of miles just to find more apple seeds? Find out
what is truth and what are tall tales in this revealing book about
the legendary pioneer planter.
Excerpt from Johnny Appleseed: A Pioneer Hero Johnny
Appleseed. (harper's magazine, November, 1871)seeds were
conveyed, sometimes on the back of a horse, and not
unfrequently on his own shoulders, either over a part of the old
Indian trail that led from Fort Duquesne to Detroit, by way of
Fort Sandusky, or over what is styled in the appendix to
Hutchins's History of Boguet's Expedition in 1764 the second
route through the wilderness of Ohio, which would require him
to traverse a distance of one hun dred and sixty-six miles in a
west-northwest direction from Fort Duquesne in order to reach
the Black Fork of the Mo hican. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page,
may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.
This beloved tale, captures the life of John Chapman, a frontier
man who worked to make the country a better place! Children
will eagerly continue reading to join him on his journey and see
why he was called Johnny Appleseed. Between the pages of the
Brighter Child(R) Keepsake Stories books are the classic tales
of magic, imagination, and inspiration that will delight children
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again and again. From the hard-working Red Hen to the foolish
Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's interest
and spark their imagination page after page, inspiring a lifelong
love of literature and reading. Each book includes 32 pages of
fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8" x 8".
“Finally, the cliché is peeled away and the essence of this utterly
American character is so revealing. John Chapman comes alive
here and it is a thrilling experience to escape the specific gravity
of the decades of myth” (Ken Burns). This portrait of Johnny
Appleseed restores the flesh-and-blood man beneath the many
myths. It captures the boldness of an iconic American and the
sadness of his last years, as the frontier marched past him, ever
westward. And it shows how death liberated the legend and
made of Johnny a barometer of the nation’s feelings about its
own heroic past and the supposed Eden it once had been.
Howard Means does for America’s inner frontier what Stephen
Ambrose’s Undaunted Courage did for its western one.
Johnny Appleseed: The Grand Old Man of the Forest
A Tall Tale
The Story of the Pioneer John Chapman

Relates episodes from the life of Johnny Appleseed, a
peaceful man who roamed the West for fifty years
planting and tending to the trees that bore his favorite
fruit, the apple.
Johnny Appleseed is one of the most loved characters in
American folk history and the official folk hero of
Massachusetts. He is often depicted as wandering
barefoot, wearing a shirt and pants, and with a tin hat on
his head. A kind, nature-loving man who wandered
across the frontier scattering apple seeds wherever he
went. Like most legends, there is a mixture of myth and
truth. This is the story of the man behind the legend. Find
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out more about this legendary hero in this 15-minute
children's biography. Ages 10 and up. Reading Level:
6.9 Learning Island believes in the value of children
practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our
15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting
choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to
books of knowledge. Many books are appropriate for hilo readers. Open the world of reading to a child by
having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Though Johnny Appleseed is a folk hero, he was also a
real person John Chapman. Chapman s life became
legendary as he planted apple trees across the Midwest
of the United States in the 1800s. In this entertaining
volume, readers will learn about an extraordinary man
and his love of nature as well as the parts of the legend
that probably aren t true. Historic images and fun fact
boxes add to the appealing content.
A Cultural History
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